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~ 1. INTRODUCTIONANDBACKGROUND

This document addresses the indications detected during the IVVIof the annulus core spray

piping at Browns Ferry Unit 3 (BFN 3). Specifically addressed and analyzed in this report are the

significant cracking indications at the collar to shroud weld (weld P8b) and the minor indications

at the elbow weld (weld P4d). Figure 1 shows the configuration of the annulus core spray piping

welds at the shroud location. The annulus core spray piping is attached to the shroud via a collar.

Figure 2 shows the core spray sparger T-box assembly including the collar. The collar is not

associated with the core spray injection flow or pressure boundary. One purpose of the collar is

to prevent leakage from the inside to the outside of the core shroud at the location where the core
r

spray piping enters the shroud. In addition, it provides the attachment ofthe core spray piping to

the shroud. This adds stiffness to the piping which aids resistance to flow induced vibration

(FIV).

During the ultrasonic examination of this weld on the Loop C downcomer at BFN 3 plant, four

circumferential indications associated with IGSCC/IASCC were recorded. The crack lengths are

shown in Table 1. Figure 3 shows the specific inspection parameters for these indications. The

UT data show the indications to be located in the HAZ of the core shroud itself, rather than in th'

collar. This is not a unique finding, in that two other plants have detected indications in the

shroud using the UT technique at similar locations. In addition, cracking in the shroud near

attachment welds is not unique to this location; two other plants have detected cracking. in the

shroud at locations where brackets have been attached to the shroud by groove or filletwelds.

Although the indications. are believed to be located in the shroud itself, for the purposes of
conservatively evaluating the capability of the core spray piping for continued operation, a

bounding assumption was made that the indications are located in the collar and that the collar is

completely'isengaged from the shroud.,Using this bounding assumption, an evaluation of the

resultant stresses on the core spray piping was performed. In addition, a structural assessment

was performed for the more likely condition where the indications are located in the shroud.
4

I

During the visual examination ofcore spray piping welds where ultrasonic methods were not applied,

minor indications that were oriented close to an axial direction were noted on the P4d weld. Two

indications were noted that originate fiom the toe of the fillet weld at an angle of30's measured
'C

from the center axis of the pipe. The indications are both 1/2 inch in length and are separated by a

distance of3/8 inch. A structural assessment of this location was also performed.
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This report describes the results of these analyses.
1

2. CRACK GROWTH RATE CONSIDERATIONS

The inspection results indicate that the indications ar'e ofIGSCC origin. Therefore, a key input in

the structural margin evaluation in the presence of these indications is the crack growth rate. The

BWRVIP Guidelines document (Reference 1 ) recommends a conservative crack growth rate of
Sx10'n/hr.

The preceding crack growth is expected to be conservative for this application. The reactor water

conductivity at the Browns Ferry plant has been better than the US BWR Fleet average. The

coolant conductivity at the BFN 3 plant has averaged 0.09 pS/cm over the past cycle. Figure 4

shows the crack growth rate predicted by the PLEDGE code as a function ofwater conductivity.

An improvement ofbetter than a factor of2 is seen as the conductivity decreases from 0.3 pS/cm

to 0.1 pS/cm. The BWR'normal water chemistry guidelines typically set action level 1, at

conductivity greater than 0.3 pS/cm. Thus, ifone were to assume that the Sx10'n/hr.growth

rate is applicable conductivity to conductivity of 0.3 pS/cm, the predicted crack growth rate for

expected BFN 3 is 2.5x10 in/hr or less.

Based on the preceding discussion it is concluded that the crack growth rate ofSx10'n/hr used

in this evaluation is conservative.

3. STRUCHJRAL EVALUATION

A structural evaluation to determine allowable flaw sizes based on a finite element model of the core

spray line was performed and is provided in Appendix C. The anchor point displacements used in

that evaluation are shown in Table 2.

The minor flaws identified at the P4d location, although mostly axial, were conservatively treated as

circumferential indications. The flaw length was conservatively assumed to. be 1.4 inches. This

length'was evaluated against the flaw tolerances in Appendix C and is well within the allowable flaw

size of 9.8 inches for this location. The projected crack growth rate for one cycle is already

considered in this allowable flaw size. In addition, these flaws have no structural impact on the

evaluation performed for weld PSb.
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The remainder of this section discusses the structural margin available assuming the indications at

the P8 weld to be on the collar side of the collar to'shroud weld. The calculations for the

projected remaining ligament at the end ofone fuel cycle of operation are shown in Table 1. The

projected remaining ligament is 2.5 inches. Even ifsignificant cracking is present, leaving a 2.5

inch uncracked ligament, it can be determined that there remains axial load carrying capability.

With this amount of ligament remaining, the weld would not have any significant'moment carrying

capability. However, it is likely axial forces would be resisted up to the capacity of the remaining

weld, thus providing additional conservatism for the evaluation.

This type of approach has been performed'for other core spray lines with similar flaws. Finite

element modeling was performed by assuming that the connection of the line to the shroud has no

moment carrying capability. For the most limiting load cases, the safety factor was found to be

greater than 5 as defined by load capacity/axial load. The intent of this discussion is to point out

the presence of axial load carrying capability which is not considered when determining the

calculated safety factors.

The fundamental &equency of the annulus core spray piping with the assumed hinged boundary

condition (i.e., rotational boundary conditions released) at the collar welds, has been determined.

The objective was to evaluate if any change in the fundamental &equency would pose flow

induced vibration (FIV) concerns. The results of this evaluation show that by modeling the lower

core spray line to shroud connection as a hinge, the natural frequency of the line changes from 8.4

Hz to 8.3 Hz. The vortex shedding &equency was conservatively estimated as 2 Hz. Since 8.3

Hz is greater than a factor of 4 away &om the vortex shedding &equency, no concern for FIV

caused amplification of displacements exists for normal operation and post-LOCA conditions.
I

Therefore, a static evaluation is sufficient to determine the maximum FIV stresses. Section 5

, provides a detailed evaluation of these potential FIV stresses and comparison with allowable

values assuming that the collar weld is completely disengaged &om the shroud..

4. SPARGER INSTALLATION

A key parameter in evaluating likelihood of the section of the piping. near the collar being

adversely affected by flow induced forces during normal operation and post-LOCA operation is

the potential clearance between the sparger T-box and the inside surface of the shroud.
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The Browns Ferry 3 Core Spray Spargers were manufactured and initially installed into the

shroud by Rotterdam Drydock (RDM). The core spray spargers, which were purchased with the

shroud, include the section of six inch pipe (annulus piping) which penetrates the shroud, the

elbow, and the vertical section up to the coupling. After the shroud assembly was delivered to the

site, but before it was installed into the reactor vessel, all the Browns Ferry 3 core spray spargers

were removed, sent oQ'site for rework ofnozzles, and reinstalled into the shroud. The extension

piece and collar (items 11 and 10 on RDM drawing FOL-33402) were replaced as part of the

reinstallation process.

The procedure governing sparger reinstallation (RDM NO. 10.30-3) required that the 4 inch pipe

size 180 degree arc sparger half assembly be in contact with the inside wall of the shroud adjacent

to the 7.087 inch diameter hole in the shroud when it was fit-up. During rewelding of the

brackets (5 azimuth locations) which support each sparger half &om the shroud inside surface,

four large C-clamps were used to hold the four inch pipe in contact with the inside of the shroud.

The reinstallation procedure specifies that the original drawing zero.gap (contact)'equirement at

the bracket locations be met. Thus it is expected that there will be zero radial gap between the

shroud inside wall and the 4 inch sparger pipe adjacent to the hole where the 6 inch pipe

penetrates through the shroud. However, since the as-built data was not located to verify this

zero gap, and because the RDM procedure acknowledges that a worst-on-worst (WOW) stack-up

of shroud and sparger drawing tolerances would allow some radial gap, the WOW radial gap of

0.0625 inch was considered for the analysis.

The diametral clearance between the 7.087 inch diameter hole in the shroud and the 6.625 inch

pipe outside diameter is 0.462 irich. There is a vertical support bracket, welded to the shroud

only, directly below th'e 6 inch pipe, which would prevent the pipe &om moving downward.

There are five 0.38 inch thick brackets (welded to the shroud only), uniformly spaced along ea'ch

180'degree sparger half (approx. 180 degree arc) which prevent the 4 inch pipe &om moving up

or down. Thus it is expected that the 4 inch pipe sparger with its lateral support &om the shroud

wall, and its support brackets, would provide significant lateral and vertical support for the 6 inch

sparger inlet pipe. However, it was conservatively assumed, for the FIV analysis, that the 6 inch

pipe could move +0.23 inch (upward, downward, left or right) limited only by. the clearance in the

hole.
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5. FIVEVALUATIONASSUMING COMPLETE DISENGAGEMENT OF THE COLLAR
WELD

Information provided in the preceding section indicates that ifthe collar weld is assumed to have

completely detached (i.e., zero remaining ligament), the pipe in the shroud hole could move up to

0.0625 inches in the vessel radial direction. A similar review of the diametrical clearance at the

shroud hole indicated that the pipe can also move+0.23 inches in the lateral directio'n.

Figure 5 shows the finite element model of the core spray piping system used for this analysis.

The three displacement load cases (0.0625 inch in the radial direction, 0.23 inch in the horizontal

and vertical directions) were first run. The resulting moments Rom the three load cases were

combined by the absolute sum method and the peak stress range. at each of the welds was

calculated using the appropriate stress concentration factor. The stress concentration factor .

values used were 4.8 at the fillet (e.g., at the vertical slip joint) and 1.8 (2 used in analysis) at the

groove welds. The maximum value ofthe calculated alternating. stress (one-half of the peak stress

range) was 1910 psi. Obviously, this value is considerably less than the threshold value of 10000

psi (Reference 4). Based on this it is concluded that even ifthe collar weld is to detach and the

core spray pipe were to move the magnitude permitted by the assumed clearances, FIV is not a .

concern.

A primary plus secondary stress evaluation showed that even when the FIV stresses are added to

the other design base load case stresses, the largest stress range is still less than the allowable

value of3 S ~

P

.In addition, the impact on the allowable flaw size on the P9 weld was evaluated assuming the

collar fully cracked. The results show that the allowable flaw size at weld P9 based on the

uncracked collar configuration still bounds the calculated allowable value assuming the collar

completely cracked, that is the stresses based on the release of the collar moment resistance are

lower at the P9 weld.

6. EVALUATIONOF LEAKAGEIMPACT

Because one function of the core spray collar is to prevent leakage from the inside of the shroud

to the outside of the shrou'd via the core spray piping penetration, the impact of this potential

leakage was evaluated. For the evaluation, it was conservatively assumed that the collar is

complete detached &om the shroud and that it is separated by a maximum geometric allowance of
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1/16 inch. The evaluation shows that leakage &om the inside of the shroud is less than 0.02% of

rated core Qow. This magnitude of leakage is smaller than that calculated for shroud horizontal

cracks which has been evaluated as having an insignificant impact on both normal op'eration and

safety evaluations (Reference 6). Therefore it is concluded that even with the bounding,

assumption of collar disengagement &om the shroud, collar cracking does not have any safety

impact on the BFN 3 plant.

7. EVALUATIONASSUMINGINDICATIONSIN SHROUD

4

The nominal thickness of the shroud at this location is 2 inches. These indications are expected to

be shallow (typically, less than 0.35 inch) based on field experience related to shroud cracks at

sparger brackets. A bounding crack growth rate of Sx10'n/hr has been used in the shroud

integrity evaluations. This rate implies a crack growth of 0.6 inch for 18-month cycle of

operation (-12000 hrs). This would mean a predicted crack depth of less than one inch. Thus, if
these indications are assumed to be in the shroud, they are not expected to grow through the

shroud'wall during the next cycle of operation since the shroud wall is much thicker than 0.6".

Furthermore, even if it assumed that these indications become through-wall, the shroud Qaw

tolerance at this location is well in excess of 100 inches.

Based on the preceding discussion it is concluded that shroud structural margins will be

maintained ifthe indications are assumed on the shroud side.

8. IGSCC SUSCEPTIBILITYEVALUATIONOF CORE SPRAY WELDS

Core Spray Piping Collar Weld PSb

Cracking at the core spray collar location has been detected at a relatively high &equency in

recent outages. With this finding at BF 3 there are now six incidences ofcracking at this location.

,
It is important to distinguish between cracking that was detected visually in the heat affected

zones of the collar itself &om cracking that has been detected by ultrasonic techniques that is

believed to be in the shroud underneath the collar location. There are different factors that

contribute to the IGSCC susceptibility ofeach.

The factors that are likely to contribute to IGSCC in the heat affected zone of the collar-to-

shroud weld as compared to other locations in the core spray piping are: (1) the possible

presence of a'revice geometry associated with the space between the collar and the OD of the
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piping, (2) the weld geometry itself, and (3) rework associated with sparger re-installation. These

factors are discussed in more detail below.

The BWRVIP Core Spray 1&E Guidelines (Reference 1) describe the collar welds as crevice

welds. However, the geometry of the region between the collar and the OD of the core spray

piping suggests that this region (see Figure 1), while it may be a potential crevice, location, should

not act as a severe crevice location. In'act, the crevice gap is 0.5" for a crevice length of >1"

(approx. 2.4", Reference 73 18779). In contrast, the crevices at the slip joint location which have

had a high &equency of significant cracking are approximately 0.03" and 0.02" for a crevice

length of >1". The field data is consistent with the geometry. The two inspection events that

detected indications in the collar welds by visual examination and have been confirmed by

ultrasonic testing have shown that ID and OD lengths were comparable. This suggests equal

probability of the cracking being OD or ID initiated thus further suggests that the environment on

the ID and OD is likely to be similar. In addition, the collar cracking has been less than 180

degrees in length which is consistent with indications that have been detected in other core spray

piping groove welds that contain no crevice. By comparison, the results of the inspection events

at locations that are associated with a severe crevice show that cracking can be significant. One

such area that contains a severe crevice is the slip joint location."

The cracking found by UT at the collar to shroud weld location'owever has been found to be

fairly significant in size as compared to that found in the collar itself. It is important to note that

this cracking has not been confirmed visually at these three plants (One plant, which did not-

perform UT, located a 1.5" long visual indication on the shroud OD, at a location adjacent to the

collar to shroud weld visible &om the shroud OD).

One of the contributors to increased susceptibility at this weld location is the weld geometry itself.

Although a full penetration weld was specified, full penetration would have been dificult to

achieve (as compared with other groove welds in the core spray piping) because of the large heat

sink associated with the shroud and therefore it is expected that there would have been potential

dif6culty with drawing the root at the shroud location. It is likely that this weld would have root

defects such as lack of fusion associated with it. In additio'n, because of the configuration, the

root was not accessible after welding, so visual inspection of the root would not have been

possible. Ifa weld defect such as lack of fusion occurred, it could create a tight'crevice near the

heat affected zone of the shroud and contribute to increased susceptibility to IGSCC at this

particular weld location.
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The collar to shroud. weld was originally fabricated by the shroud manufacturer but was removed

and re-made in the field during sparger modification (shroud was not in the vessel during the

„sparger rework). During this modification process the collar was removed and the outside of the

shroud was then ground prior to sparger reinstaHation. A new coHar was then rewelded to the

shroud as part of the reinstallation of the sparger. It has been well established with recent shroud

inspection findings that the presence ofheavy surface cold work due to grinding can increase the ~

susceptibiHty to IGSCC.

In conclusion there are unique actors associated with the coHar-to-shroud weld such as the

grinding imposed during the rework process and the difBculty ofmaking the weld itself to suggest

that these factors most likely would contribute to the increased susceptibility to IGSCC of this

weld compared to other core spray piping welds. Based on this and field data, the environment at

this location would not be expected to contribute to the increased susceptibility of the weld.

'I

Evaluation of Inaccessible Weld P9

0

Although the BWRVIP Core Spray IAE Guidelines (Reference'1) refer to P9 as a crevice weld, it
has very dUrerent characteristics than the P8b weld which was found to be cracked. Field data

supports the conclusion that this region does not behave like a true severe crevice and therefore

significant cracking would not be expected in this weld. The P9 weld is expected to have a

susceptibility similar to other girth butt welds in the core spray piping which have been inspected

either ultrasonicaHy or visuaHy this outage and show no indications, with the exception of the

minor indications previously noted on weld P4d.. Several years ago at BFN 3, one visual

indication was located at the header arm to nozzle T-box, but that location is also considered to

have a high susceptibility'o IGSCC, as evidenced by the high incidence ofcracking because ofthe

instaHa'tion induced stresses.

Since the overall population ofgirth butt welds in BFN Unit 3 internal core spray piping do not

show incidence ofcracking, other than the previously noted P4d weld, there is a strong basis for

concluding that the currently uninspectable weld P9 has not experienced significant IGSCC. Even

ifsome amount of IGSCC has occurred in weld P9, the BFN 3 Core Spr'ay Line Flaw Evaluation

Handbook, Reference 2, indicates that this location could tolerate an existing through wall crack

ofgreater than 9.8 inches in length. This is based on results for the P4d weld which is proximate

to weld P9, the fact that P9 is a non-Qux weld, and the fact that the allowable Qaw size will even

be. larger than the allowable for the P4d weld. This is typic'al of. other girth butt welds in the

system where the allowable crack sizes range &om 10.8 to 11.7 inches. With the collar weld



I
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\

disengaged &om the shroud, (i.e. loss ofmoment restraint) the allowable flaw size at weld P9 will
still be bounded by that calculated with the collar weld in tact. This is typical in a piping system

near a moment restraint (i.e. an anchor). Ifthe restraint is released, bending moments in the

piping near the restraint actually decrease as the load redistributes through other load paths. In
this vicinity, the reduced bending increases the flaw tolerance of weld P9 (i.e., increases the

,~

allowable flaw size).

9. SUMMARY&CONCLUSIONS

Although the indications at the collar location are believed to be located in the shroud itself, for
the purposes of conservatively evaluating the capability of the core spray piping for continued

operation,' bounding assumption was made that the indications are located in the collar and that

the collar is completely disengaged &om the shroud. Using this bounding assumption, an

evaluation of the resultant stresses on the core spray piping was performed. In addition, a

structural assessment was performed for the more likely condition where the indications are

located in the shroud.

The results of this evaluation shows that even for the most limiting assumption of cracking in the

collar and complete disengagement ofthe collar &om the shroud with movement of the core spray

piping within clearances, the piping stress increases due to FIV.are minimal. Additionally, the

leakage &om the collar is not a concern because (1) the core spray injection flow is not affected,

(2) any leakage of core flow would be very small due to the tight tolerances between the piping

and the core shroud at the penetration location. The natural &equency remains nearly unchanged

with„the collar disengaged, thus eliminating FIV concerns. Furthermore the presence of the

uncracked ligament will assure some axial load carrying capability which has not been accounted

for in the evaluation. It has also been concluded that adequate structural margin is maintained for

the more likely case that the indications are located in,the shroud.

In addition, it is concluded that the collar-to-shroud weld may have a greater susceptibility to

IGSCC than other core spray piping welds because of the dif6culty of the weld orientation which

may have resulted in an inherent root defect and thus a crevice geometry and the rework and

grinding at the shroud location that was associated with core spray sparger removal and re-

installation. Therefore, the inspection findings of this weld are not expected to be a good

indicator of the susceptibility of other welds in this location such as the P9 girth butt weld. The

susceptibility of this weld is expected to be similar to the other non-crevice groove welds in the

9
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core spray piping for which no indications have been detected in this outage. Therefore it is

concluded that weld P9 is capable of performing its intended function without veri6cation of its

integrity by examination.

In summary, the results of this evaluation that this weld is not a true crevice weld, the favorable

inspection results from similar welds, and the large flaw tolerance of weld P9, support the

conclusion that no inspection ofweld P9 is necessary.

The core spray piping structural analysis has been performed to demonstrate that even with a

completely'disengaged P8b weld at the shroud/collar interface, the maximum stresses in the piping

during normal operation and design basis accidents willremain within the ASME Code Section III
allowable stress limits. In addition, the minor indications noted at weld P4d are well within the

allowable fiaw tolerances.

10
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Table 1

Indication Geometry and Ligament Calculation

Indication
No.

Indication
Start (')

38

97

333

Indication
Finish (')

30

44

318

360

Indication
Length (')

30

221

27

Length
(in.)

2.1

0.4

15.4

1.9

As-Found
Ligament

Length (in)

0.6 .

3.7

1.0

Ligament
Length

AAer One
C cle in. '

2.5.

0.0

Note (1): Based on a crack growth rate of5.0x10',in/hr. For 18 month fuel cycle (approx.
12000 hours ofhot operation), this crack growth rate is equivalent to a growth of
0.6 inch at each end ofan indication or a reduction of 1.2 inch in the ligament between

the two indications.

Table 2
Anchor Displacements for Various Operating Conditions

/

Operat. Cond./

Transient

'emperatures ('F)

(psi) (in. ('F)

RPV Press. Displacements Pipe Temp

RPV - Shroud

522 522

Stilts

522 1000

Horz.

0.502

Vert

0.065 522

'LFWP

LOCA1

300 400

'522, 534

100 665

522 - '5 0.270

0.407

0.143

0.065

300

201

LOCA2 522 281 281 '5 0.407 0.732 201

The temperatures and pressures stated in the above table are derived from the information provided

in the Browns Ferry Thermal Cycle Drawing 729E762.

11
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Psb PSa

SHROUD
COILAR

///Ilia)l//lu//l1l1J/llllNF/ '<il/J/IIPrllllll/1 //Pig/////

l!'.1<lPzzizri: .PllÃrllll/<rr,."ew//ÃZZZZ/lllIrr/i>i>

7.087'180m'ia
P9 SHROUD PIPE

6'SCH 40

ELBOW

6.626'ia GROUND
FLUSH

739'203rnm) Dia

Figure 1 BFN 3 Collar Weld Configuration
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/////////

T-BOX COVER
PLATE

P9

Figure 2 BFN 3 Core Spray Sparger T box Assembly

13
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Figurc 3 Reportable indicntions nt Collnr 9'cld





/

GE Nuclear Energy

TVA

Browne Ferry Nuclear U3C7 Core Spray UT Project 1GVQF S pring 1997

Core Spray "C"Downcomer - Weld PSB Indication Dafa

Total Scan Length Examined (Deg.)
Total Scan Length Examined (In.)
Percentage of Weld Length Examined
Percentage Flawed of Examined Weld Length
Percentage Flawed of Total Weld Length
Total Flawed Length (Deq,)
Total Flawed Length (In.)

360.00'5.13"

100.00%

78.89%

78.89%

284.00'9.83"

Thickness (In.)
CircUmference (In.)
Inches per Degree
Degrees per Inch

Pipe Diameter (In.)

0.16"

25.13
0.07

'4.32
8,00"

Ind
No.

1

2
3
4

Start
(Deg.)

0.00'8.00'7.00'33.00'top

(Deg.)
30.00'
44.00'18.00'60.00'ength

(Deg.)

30.00'.00'21.00'7.00'ength

(In.)
2.09"
0.42"

15.43" .

1.88"

Trafls. ~

Used
60 and 70
60 and 70
60 and 70
60 and 70

Indication Comments:

Indications are located on the shroud pide of the component.
Indications 1 and 4 are one continuous indication.

Prepared By: Date 8 0 'Reviewed By: Date 7
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Figurc 3 Rcportablc Indications at Collar Q'cld (C;ont'0)
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GE Nuclear Energy
ULTRASONIC SCAN DATA PRINT SHEET

(AUTOMATEDWITH Smart 2000)
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e
Effect of Conductivity on Sensitized 304

Crack Growth Rate

Crack Grovrth Rate, in/h
1.000E-04

5.000E" 05
200 mV.

100 mY

1.000E-05

1.000E-06

C 0
C

AG(
AG 'AQ
AG'

C

M
~ AG
0

7MM M

'0
AJ

0
C

.OOOE 07
0.05 0.16 0,2'.26

Conductivity, pS/cm
0.3 '0.35

PLEDGE: 20.)sjd.in, 16 C/cm2
GAY: 20-25 keir'in, 13 G/cm2, 100-160 mV EJIIIROCOX

Figure 4, PLEDGE Model Crack Growth Predictions Versus Conductivity
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Figure 5 ANSYS Model of the BFN 3 Core Spray Line
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Appendix A

Core Spray Sparger i~1odit>cation Drawings
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Appendix 8

Weld Procedures
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TENiU "M~i VALLI'YAUTltQijtTY

Oc:.»il Weld Procedure No.: GT88-0-1 Ray.: 0 Date: 5/14/70

~ ~

75~
PQ

WELD JOINT DESIGN

Welding Conditions;

Layer No.
Current
Polarity
Arc Voltage
Travel Speed
Flectrode Type
Electrode Size
Fil!or Mc:ol Type
Filer Vota» Size
Flux Type
Flux P:rticle Size
Sllicldin."„ Gas

Shielding Gas Flow r ate
Ouriiil'" Ge< ~

Pu:g ni; Gas Ftow Rate
Gas'Cup S xe
Gas Cup Tc Work Distance
Pfr.uiut
I ~ idIfPlW ~ i mP
P- ~ l Plaid Hear Treatment
8:!ding Position
Qtti:„r

60-l20 amps
DCSP

I
X2 vcltrt

Eath-2
3/32 li '~@
Za-308 ..
1/3<5",oi 3/32"

Mgctt "

85 cfh
Argon .

g-7 cK
3/8 ll

1/2" max
60o F min
'3$0c P max

, ~

T~ H~ V~ OH r ~

s

~ I

I

I

I
~ ~

I ~

i ~

R"lerancc documents:,P.S. 3..M.l.X(b), QZ88-0-,$

ni~,'i roved uy
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Appendix C

"Internal Core Spray Line Flaw Evaluation Handbook for Brown's Ferry Units 2 and 3,"
GE Report No. GE-NE-523-B13-01805-22, Rev. 1, January 1997.




